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These activities will challenge students to work together in groups to complete 
the given task. They are fun, engaging and facilitate group work and problem solving. 
Each activity includes teacher instructions, student instructions, grading rubrics, a 
demonstration video showing the teacher how to set up the activity with an explanation 
of the science involved and 2 pdfs of related Next Generation Science Standards. 
Each activity challenge will end with a real-world research question. This question is an 
extension of what the students just discovered and learned. Your students will be engaged, 
excited, and looking forward to future challenge activities in your classroom.

Materials Needed List
This will help you to quickly identify exactly what materials you need to successfully 
run this lab in your classroom.

Teacher demo Video
Each activity includes a video. This video gives an overview of the project, talks through 
the materials needed, how to run the activity with your class and the science behind each 
activity.

Teacher Instructions
This includes an explanation of the science concepts involved and offers a suggestion on 
how to introduce the activity. You are also reminded of the materials needed.

Student Worksheet
Each group working together on this activity will have a set of student worksheets/ 
instructions. These help guide each group through the problem solving and discovery process. 
There is a “Beyond the Challenge” section at the end of each activity. This encourages the 
students to research additional (often “real world”) information related to the project.

Grading Rubric
I’ve included a grading rubric with each activity. The text is completely customizable (in 
Adobe Acrobat Reader) to accommodate for your specific grading style.

NGSS
This includes two different standards lists: Engineering Standards & Forces Standards. 
I have included these standards for your convenience and reference. They can also be 
found for free at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/

Introduction



Thank You!!!

I'm so excited you've 
purchased this product!!

I’m confident that you’ll find this resource to be very valuable as you 
integrate STEM into your classroom, home-school curriculum, summer 
camps or anywhere STEM can be used for learning and fun! I take great 
pride in the products that I sell here and I would greatly appreciate 
you taking the time to review this product. My goal is to earn your 
“A” rating and positive feedback! If for ANY reason you are not 100% 
satisfied, please give me the opportunity to make it right before leaving 
feedback. You can contact me either through my store, or by emailing 
me at sciencedemoguy@gmail.com

I hope you have a fantastic day and lots of fun with STEM!
- Josh (AKA, Science Demo Guy)



YOU CAN EDIT THIS PRODUCT
RIGHT HERE IN THE PDF FILE!!!!!

1.  The Teacher’s Instructions, Materials List, Grading 
Rubric and Student Worksheet are directly editable in 
Adobe Acrobat Reader.

2.  MAKE SURE you are using the most current version of 
Adobe Acrobat Reader. Download it for free: 
https://get.adobe.com/reader/

3.  Before you edit anything, make sure to  
save the pdf file as a copy. 

4.    To edit the text, click on it and start typing!  
When you save your file, your text changes  
will also be saved!

5.  If the text appears highlighted, don’t worry, the 
highlights will not print. 

If you have any questions, 
please email me:

sciencedemoguy@gmail.com
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Related NGSS
Motion and Stability: Forces and interactions
Students who demonstrate understanding can:

K-PS2-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to compare the effects of different 
strengths or different directions of pushes and pulls on the motion of an object. [Clar-
ification Statement: Examples of pushes or pulls could include a string attached to an 
object being pulled, a person pushing an object, a person stopping a rolling ball, and 
two objects colliding and pushing on each other.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment is 
limited to different relative strengths or different directions, but not both at the same 
time. Assessment does not include non-contact pushes or pulls such as those produced by 
magnets.]

K-PS2-2. Analyze data to determine if a design solution works as intended to 
change the speed or direction of an object with a push or a pull.* [Clarification State-
ment: Examples of problems requiring a solution could include having a marble or other 
object move a certain distance, follow a particular path, and knock down other objects. 
Examples of solutions could include tools such as a ramp to increase the speed of the 
object and a structure that would cause an object such as a marble or ball to turn.] 
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include friction as a mechanism for change 
in speed.]

Engineering Design Students who demonstrate understanding can:

K-2-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a sit-
uation people want to change to define a simple problem that can be solved through the 
development of a new or improved object or tool.

K-2-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how 
the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given problem.

K-2-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same 
problem to compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each performs.

K - 2nd Grade



Marble Roller Coaster

In this activity students will work in 

groups to create a rollercoaster from foam pool noodles. 

They will include twists, turns, hills and loops. The goal 

is to create an exciting “ride” (for the marble) while  

getting it safely to the ground.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SHTwtxMrtQ0
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Marshmallow Catapult

In this activity students will work in 

groups to create a catapult from popsicle sticks. They will 

modify their catapult in order to produce the best launch 

possible. Kids will have a great time launching mini 

marshmallows across the room while learning 

about potential and kinetic energy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jdOe-yT5-g&feature=youtu.be
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In this activity Students are challenged to 

build a glider that will glide as far as possible. Working in 

groups, students will cut and tape various hoops to their 

straw. They will experiment with hoops of different sizes, 

positioning, and throwing styles. 

Hoop Glider

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4PZyvlgf24
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Oobleck

In this activity students will work in 

groups to explore the properties of Oobleck. They will be  

testing random objects such as paper clips, toothpicks, 

marbles, string etc. to determine whether they float 

or sink. Oobleck has properties unlike most  

substances we usually encounter.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDHcS0daHUs&feature=youtu.be
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Jumping Bugs

In this activity students will put  

effervescent tablets inside a film cannister with a little 

bit of water. As gas is produced, pressure will build in 

the film canister causing the cap to pop off. Students 

will color and tape a bug of their choice to the bottom 

of the film cannister and see how high it can go!!! The 

students can experiment with the amount of tablet and 

water to see what works best. Bug illustrations are also 

included!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1Irrm7Byvw
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In this activity students will attempt to 

blow a piece of popcorn into an “empty” 2 liter bottle. 

To their surprise, they will find that it doesn’t work. 

Students will discuss this phenomenon with their team 

and attempt to explain it. Students will discover that 

the bottle is actually full...full of air! They will then 

brainstorm modifications that may allow the popcorn to be 

blown into the bottle.

Popcorn Huff & Puff

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYsyTxTz2_k
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In this activity students will work in groups 

to explore electrostatic forces between a balloon that they 

charge and a pop can on the floor. After experimenting 

with different balloons and different methods, teams will 

race their pop can a distance of ten meters. Students will 

not be able to touch, push or blow on their pop can. It 

must be pulled with the static electricity they create. 

Pop Can Races

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb7y2iLvxw0
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Musical Straws

In this activity students will explore sound. 

They will cut a normal straw and turn it into a musical 

instrument. They will cut the straw to different lengths 

and analyze how the length changes the pitch.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH-7YTU0cfo
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Self-Inflating Balloons

In this activity students will work in groups to load 

three different balloons with different amounts of baking soda 

and fill three bottles with vinegar. When the balloons are  

inverted and the baking soda drops into the vinegar,  

students will make observations as the balloons  

self-inflate.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkBTomyYngU
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Drops on a Penny

In this activity students will work in groups (or  

individually) to get as many drops as possible to sit on the head 

of a penny. They will be amazed at how much water will stay on 

the top of a penny. Not only will students be competing  

against others, they will be observing surface  

tension as well.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oU3rfL5BeI
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Spaghetti Tower

In this activity students will work in groups to

 build the tallest structure possible from mini-marshmallows and

uncooked spaghetti noodles.  Not only will the students learn 

the importance of working together as a team, but 

they will discover what shapes they need to 

make their tower strong.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWsYTg63lTI
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Swinging Pendulum

In this activity students will work in groups to determine 

which factors (angle, length, or mass) affect the period of a pendulum.  

Through several different experiments, they will discover that only changes 

in length affect the period.  Near the end of this project, the 

challenge will be for each group to create a pendulum 

of period 1 second by using the knowledge they’ve 

gained through prior experiments.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WRHPjArb60
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Aluminum Foil Boats

In this activity students will work in groups to  

design and build a small boat from aluminum foil. They will then 

see how many pennies it can hold before it sinks. The goal is for 

each student to work with their group to build and modify their 

boat to hold as many pennies as possible.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqeJr-eJe0E
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In this activity students will work in 

groups to discover the phenomenon that occurs when 

a ping pong ball is placed above a straw and air is 

blown through the straw. Most people would expect 

the ping-pong ball to fly up and off to the side—but 

it doesn’t. Due to Bernoulli’s Principle, the ball will 

hover in the air above the straw. This project can 

end with a demonstration using a shop-vac or 

hair dryer with a ping-pong ball that will 

produce the same interesting results.

Levitating Ping Pong Ball

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=for5lSNGD6o
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In this activity students will work in 

groups while dropping raisins into a clear carbonated 

drink (7-up or Sprite) and make observations about 

their dancing raisins. Students will brainstorm why 

they appear to be dancing, rising, and sinking.

Dancing Raisins

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPk-NoXsVk0
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In this activity students will work in 

groups to prepare their ziploc bag for a mini-explosion 

(pop) :) To get the vinegar and baking soda sealed in the 

bag without allowing them to mix first will test their 

groups ability to work together. Once these chemicals 

(baking soda and vinegar) are mixed, students will 

observe the chemical reaction and celebrate the volume 

of their bag’s pop.

Exploding Sandwich Bags

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRGKPkj8HKQ
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BONUS STEM
ACTIVITY

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Troll-Bridge-3275675


Professor Stemplestien’s

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-10-Activity-Bundle-3275604


Professor Stemplestien’s

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-10-Activity-Bundle-3275604


Professor Stemplestien’s

Will STEM Man be able to help  
a troll build a toll bridge?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bxan9iJFF2NsWjR3SWdGdDN5RW8/view
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-10-Activity-Bundle-3275604


Troll Bridge - materials list

Materials listed are per station

Box Materials (per station):
Popsicle Sticks (25)
Straws (25)
Pipe Cleaners (25)
Pencils (10)
Masking Tape (1 roll)
Dental Floss (1 container)
Pennies (50-100)
Small Cup (to put pennies in on the bridge)
Small Troll Doll (optional, just for fun)
Planning Sheet & Student Worksheet

Will also need:
Tablet/iPad - Alternately the video can be viewed using this link: 
https://goo.gl/Afp4XQ
Scissors
Pencil
Two objects to span the bridge across.  
(Some ideas: 2 STEM Boxes, desks, tables, chairs)



troll bridge - NGSS

Kindergarten, Frist Grade & Second Grade Engineering and Design
K-2-ETS1-1.  Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation 

people want to change to define a simple problem that can be solved through 
the development of a new or improved object or tool.

 
K-2-ETS1-2.  Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the  

shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given problem.
 
K-2-ETS1-3.  Analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same  

problem to compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each performs.

Third, Fourth and Fifth Grade Engineering and Design Standards
3-5-ETS1-1.  Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes  

specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.
 
3-5-ETS1-2.  Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on  

how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.
 
3-5-ETS1-3.  Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and  

failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype  
that can be improved.

Fifth Grade Specific Standards - Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions
5-PS2-1.  Support an argument that the gravitational force exerted by Earth on  

objects is directed down.



Troll Bridge - Student Worksheet

Name(s):

step #1: plan
Your bridge will need to go between two objects (desks, tables, boxes, etc.) across the 
span of 1 ft / 33 cm. Look at the materials you have, which will you use? What will your 
bridge look like? What will you do to make the bridge as strong as possible? How many 
pennies do you think your bridge will be able to hold? _____Choose one person in your 
group to write down your ideas and draw the plan for your bridge. Be sure to listen to 
the ideas of everyone in your group and plan your design together.

step #2: build
Use your plan as a guide and build your bridge! Everyone in your group needs a chance to 
participate. Don’t leave anyone out! 

step #3: test
Start adding pennies to your bridge. How many can it hold before breaking?

step #4: analyZe
Was your bridge able to hold as many pennies as you thought it would?_______ 
What were the strengths of your bridge? What were its’ weaknesses? Why?

step #5: improve
What could you change in your design to improve your outcome? 
If there is enough time, try making adjustments!

 Scan the QR code to watch the video. Design & build a toll 
bridge for a troll who wants to earn a little extra cash. The 
troll is planning to charge one penny to each person who 
crosses his bridge. There needs to be a collection cup in the 
middle and it should hold as many pennies as possible.

You will need:
STEM Materials Box
iPad / Tablet
Pencil 
Scissors
Two objects to hold 
either side of the bridge.
(desks, tables, boxes, etc.)

Student Video: https://goo.gl/Afp4XQ



Troll Bridge - Student Worksheet

Name(s):

step #1: plan
Your bridge will need to go between two objects (desks, tables, boxes, etc.) across 1 ft / 
33 cm. How will your bridge support lots of pennies? Draw your plan. How many pennies 
do you think it will hold? _______

step #2: build
Look at your plan and build your bridge!

step #3: test
Start adding pennies to your bridge. How many did it hold before breaking?

step #4: analyZe
Was your bridge able to hold as many pennies as you thought it would?_______ 
What was great about your bridge? What could have been better? Why?

step #5: improve
What could you change in your design to make your bridge stronger? 
If there is enough time, try making adjustments!

 Scan the QR code to watch the video. Design & build a toll 
bridge for a troll who wants to earn a little extra cash. The 
troll is planning to charge one penny to each person who 
crosses his bridge. There needs to be a collection cup in the 
middle and it should hold as many pennies as possible.

You will need:
STEM Materials Box
iPad / Tablet
Pencil 
Scissors
Two objects to hold 
either side of the bridge.
(desks, tables, boxes, etc.)

Student Video: https://goo.gl/Afp4XQ



Planning Sheet

Name(s):

Use this page to draw out your idea(s). Make a plan to build your design.



This page is for printing on Avery 15264 Labels - MAKE SURE TO PRINT FULL SIZE, don’t scale in the print menu! 

Troll 
Bridge

Troll Bridge

MATERIALS LIST

Box Materials (per station):
Popsicle Sticks (25)
Straws (25)
Pipe Cleaners (25)
Pencils (10)
Masking Tape (1 roll)
Dental Floss (1 container)
Pennies (50-100)
Small Cup (to put pennies in 
on the bridge)
Small Troll Doll (optional)

Will also need:
iPad / Tablet
Pencil 
Scissors
(Two objects  
to span the 
bridge across. 
Ex: Desks, boxes 
Tables or Chairs) 

student 
video

Printables



This page is for printing on plain paper

Troll Bridge

MATERIALS LIST

Troll 
Bridge

student 
video

Printables

Box Materials (per station):
Popsicle Sticks (25)
Straws (25)
Pipe Cleaners (25)
Pencils (10)
Masking Tape (1 roll)
Dental Floss (1 container)
Pennies (50-100)
Small Cup (to put pennies in 
on the bridge)
Small Troll Doll (optional)

Will also need:
iPad / Tablet
Pencil 
Scissors
(Two objects  
to span the 
bridge across. 
Ex: Desks, boxes 
Tables or Chairs) 



IF YOU LIKE THIS ACTIVITY...

Please consider my 
other STEM STATION 

Projects:

WaterSlide

Treasure Island Rescue

Toy Store Delivery

Roller Coaster Birthday Party

Mail Capsule Delivery

Lost Marble Lift 

Lava Lamp Promotion

High in the Sky

Dog Treat Catapult

Air Show Competition

STEM Station

BUNDLE

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Water-Slide-3275680
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Treasure-Island-Rescue-3275667
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Toy-Store-Delivery-3275658
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Roller-Coaster-Birthday-Party-3275653
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Mail-Capsule-Delivery-3275647
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Lost-Marble-Lift-3275646
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Lava-Lamp-Promotion-3275641
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-High-in-the-Sky-3275635
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Dog-Treat-Catapult-3275619
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-Activity-Air-Show-Competition-3275592
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-10-Activity-Bundle-3275604
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Station-10-Activity-Bundle-3275604


click 
here!

credits

clipart, borders 
& Design by:

Her Science & engineering clipart is 
located here, in my science demo guy store

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Clipart-Queen
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Science-Demo-Guy/Category/10-Clipart-219405


If you like my
STEM activities...

Click 
here!!

Please consider checking 
out all of my STEM Bundles!!

Also, please
visit my store

for other
fun science and 
math resources!!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Science-Demo-Guy/Category/02-16-Pack-STEM-Bundles-248832
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Science-Demo-Guy
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	mc_materials list: Marble Roller Coaster: Materials List
	mc_Materials List text: Materials (per station):• 1 wacky noodle (cut in half lengthwise and hot glued together) - see video• One roll of duct tape (masking tape would work ok)• 3-5 marbles (various sizes and shapes are nice but not needed)• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL:• Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)• Paper and toilet paper rolls can be cut and placed on the track for tunnels :)You will need to split your students into groups or stations. You may or may not want to use the student instructions sheet based on the reading level of your students!
	mc_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Marble Roller Coaster: Teacher Instructions
	mc_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials (per station):• 1 wacky noodle (cut in half lengthwise and hot glued together) - see video• One roll of duct tape (masking tape would work ok)• 3-5 marbles (various sizes and shapes are nice but not needed)• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL:• Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)• Paper and toilet paper rolls can be cut and placed on the track for tunnels :)You will need to split your students into groups or stations. You may or may not want to usethe student instructions sheet based on the reading level of your students!Introduction:You can begin discussion by asking students how many of them have ridden a roller coaster. Askthem their favorite and why.Tell the students that this challenge will test your groups ability to work together in completing thetask of creating a roller coaster from a swim noodle and giving your marble a fun ride to the floor.During the construction and testing stage the marble will fall. However, at the end of this projecteach group will showcase their project to others in the class and show how it works, hopefullywithout the marble falling off.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer :)If any groups have trouble keeping their marble on the track, ask probing questions like “why did itfall off there?” and “what ideas do you have to keep the ball on the track?”Before the end of class, allow each group to show their track and what they built!"Beyond the Challenge"On the student instruction sheet there is a research question at the end. This deals withresearching "exciting" roller coasters. If you have the ability to pull up a few youtube videos ofpopular roller coasters, the kids would love it. Remind them that there is a ton of math and sciencethat goes into the design of coasters like these that carry humans!
	mc_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Marble Roller Coaster
	mc_Challenge Text: Create a roller coaster that will take your marble all the way from the top to the bottom without falling off! Can you put in any hills or loops? Make it as fun as possible!!
	mc_Name: Name(s):
	mc_Plan: 1. PLAN:
	mc_Plan Text: Make a drawing to plan your roller coaster design.
	mc_Experiment: 2. Build & Test:
	mc_Improve: 3. Improve:
	mc_Experiment Text: Build your roller coaster! Practice getting the marble to stay on your track from beginning to end. When the marble falls off, talk with your group about what to do.
	mc_Improve Text: How could you make your roller coaster better? Faster? More fun?
	mc_Beyond the Challenge: Beyond the Challenge:
	mc_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: What are some of the best roller coasters in the world? What makes them so exciting?!
	mc_instructions: Make a drawing to plan your roller coaster design.
	mc_make a drawing: Design & Draw
	mc_project2: Marble Roller Coaster
	mm_materials list: Marshmallow Catapult: Materials List
	mm_Materials List text: Materials (per group, 3-4 students):• 10 Popsicle sticks (jumbo size is best)• 3 or 4 rubber bands• 1 pop bottle top• Mini-marshmallows• Hot glue gun with glue (1 per class)• Masking tape (for team names / distance marker)• Student Instructions SheetOptional:• Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)• 1 Ping Pong Ball• Markers (for coloring the catapult)
	mm_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Marshmallow Catapult: Teacher Instructions
	mm_Teacher Instructions: Materials (per group, 3-4 students):• 10 Popsicle sticks (jumbo size is best)• 3 or 4 rubber bands• 1 pop bottle top• Mini-marshmallows• Hot glue gun with glue (1 per class)• Masking tape (for team names / distance marker)• Student Instructions SheetOptional:• Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)• 1 Ping Pong Ball• Markers (for coloring the catapult)You will need to split your students into groups or stations. You may or may not want to use thestudent instructions sheet based on the reading level of your students!Introduction:You can begin discussion by asking students what a catapult is and how maybe they've been used in thepast (you can go into a mini history lesson here if you want). Say that today we will be having a competition. We will be building catapults and trying to see which group can get their marshmallow to go the furthest. (You may also want to point out that special recognition will be made for the most artistic catapult too).Tell the students that this challenge will test their groups ability to work together in building a catapultthat will launch the marshmallow the furthest before touching the ground. Tell the students to put theirnames on a piece of masking tape to mark their best distance on the ground.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. They will probably need to see your example catapult to help guide them in making their own. As students are working, wander the classroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students ask you questions, encourage them or their group to answer.Research Activity (optional)The research activity asks the students to research the furthest launch on a TV show called "punkinchunkin". If you ask them to do this, they will find it flew several thousand feet!!! They might even wantto share what that catapult looks like and how it did so well!
	mm_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Marshmallow Catapult
	Challenge: Challenge:
	Name: Name(s):
	mm_Challenge Text: Design and build a catapult that can launch a marshmallow. See how far you can get your marshmallow to go!!
	Materials: Materials Used:
	mm_Plan: 1. PLAN:
	mm_Plan Text: Read the construction instructions & look at your teacher's example. Make a drawing to plan YOUR catapult design.
	mm_Experiment: 2. Construction:
	mm_Improve: 3. Test and Improve:
	mm_Experiment Text: 1. Take 2 popsicle sticks and stack them on top of each other.2. On one end attach a rubber band (you may need to twist it several times).3. Take 3 popsicle sticks and stack them on top of each other.4. Twist a rubber band around each end (one rubber band around each end)5. Slide these 3 sticks into the 2 stick stack.6. Choose where you would like your cap and ask your teacher to hot glue it (leave a little popsicle to pull down on).
	mm_Improve Text: How well did your catapult launch the marshmallow? What could you change to make your catapult launch the marshmallow farther?
	mm_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: What other objects can be safely launched by your catapult?(optional) “Punkin Chunkin” is a tv show. How far are they able to launch a pumpkin?
	mm_make a drawing: Design & Draw
	mm_instructions: Make a drawing to plan your Catapult design.
	Grading Rubric: Grading Rubric
	name1: Name:
	name: Replace or delete this text
	grade: Grade:
	project: Project:
	mm_project2: Marshmallow Catapult
	grade1: Replace or delete this
	category: CATEGORY
	4: 4
	3: 3
	2: 2
	1: 1
	Problem-solving: Problem-solving
	a-1: Actively looks for andsuggests solutions toproblems.
	a-2: Refines solutionssuggested by others.
	a-3: Does not suggest orrefine solutions, but iswilling to try outsolutions suggested by others.
	a-4: Does not try to solveproblems or help others solve problems. Letsothers do the work.
	Contributions: Contributions
	b-1: Routinely providesuseful ideas whenparticipating in the group and in classroom discussion. A definiteleader who contributes a lot of effort.
	b-2: Usually provides useful ideas when participating in the group and in classroom discussion. A strong group member
	b-3: Sometimes providesuseful ideas whenparticipating in the group and in classroomdiscussion. A satisfactorygroup member who does what is required.
	b-4: Rarely provides usefulideas when participatingin the group and inclassroom discussion.May refuse toparticipate.
	Attitude: Attitude
	c-1: Never is publicly criticalof the project or the work of others. Always has a positive attitude about the task(s).
	c-2: Rarely is publicly criticalof the project or the work of others. Often has a positive attitude about the task(s).
	c-3: Occasionally is publiclycritical of the project orthe work of othermembers of the group.Usually has a positiveattitude about the task(s).
	c-4: Often is publicly criticalof the project or the work of other members of the group. Often has a negative attitude about the task(s).
	Focus on the task: Focus on the task
	d-1: Consistently staysfocused on the task andwhat needs to be done.Very self-directed.
	d-2: Focuses on the task and what needs to be done most of the time. Other group members can count on this person.
	d-3: Focuses on the task and what needs to be done some of the time. Other group members must sometimes nag, prod, and remind to keep this person on-task.
	d-4: Rarely focuses on thetask and what needs tobe done. Lets others dothe work.
	Working with Others: Working withOthers
	e-1: Almost always listens to, shares with, and supports the efforts of others. Tries to keep people working well together.
	e-2: Usually listens to, shares, with, and supports the efforts of others. Does not cause "waves" in the group.
	e-3: Often listens to, shareswith, and supports theefforts of others, butsometimes is not a good team member.
	e-4: Rarely listens to, shareswith, and supports theefforts of others. Often is not a good team player.
	HG_materials list: Hoop Glider Competition: Materials List
	HG_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 3-4 index cards (3X5)• 1 roll of tape (scotch or masking)• 1 pair of scissors• 3-4 straws• Markers (optional)• Student instructions Sheet• Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)
	HG_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Hoop Glider Competition: Teacher Instructions
	HG_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials per group (3-4 students)• 3-4 index cards (3X5)• 1 roll of tape (scotch or masking)• 1 pair of scissors• 3-4 straws• Markers (optional)• Student instructions Sheet• Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)You will need to split your students into groups. Encourage groups to build 2 or 3 differenthoop gliders to see which one is the best! You may or may not want to use the studentinstructions sheet based on the reading level of your students!Introduction:You can begin discussion by asking students, "who is good at making paper airplanes". Then throw apaper airplane that you made and point out that it's actually more of a glider. Say that today wewill be having a competition. We will be building hoop gliders and trying to see which group can gettheirs to glide the farthest. (You may also want to point out that special recognition will be madefor those with “Awesome” flight patterns:)Tell the students that this challenge will test their groups ability to work together in building ahoop glider that will glide the farthest distance before touching the ground. Tell the students toput their names on a piece of masking tape to mark their best distance on the ground.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer.Research Activity (optional)The research activity asks the students to watch an 8 minute youtube video on how real-worldgliders work. Encourage the students to write down a couple of things they learned and a questionthey still have and be willing to share it with the class the next day.
	HG_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Hoop Glider Competition
	HG_Challenge Text: Can you create a hoop glider that will glide furtherthan all other groups? Your challenge is to create a hoop glider that is contains 1 small loop, 1 large loop, and a straw.
	HG_Plan: 1. PLAN:
	HG_Plan Text: Read the construction instructions & look at your teacher's example. Make a drawing to plan your glider.
	HG_Experiment: 2. Construction:
	HG_Improve: 3. Test and Improve:
	HG_Experiment Text: Take a notecard and cut it into thirdslengthwise. Take one strip of the notecard and form a loop by overlapping the edge about 1/2 inch. Now put tape over the seam to hold it. This will be your small loop. Now take the other two strips and make one big loop the same way. Finally, tape your straw to the inside of the loops.
	HG_Improve Text: Start throwing your glider! Try itwith the big loop at the front. Try it with the small loop at the front. Makechanges to your glider to get it ready for competition!
	Beyond the Challenge: Beyond the Challenge:
	HG_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: How does a real hang glider work? Talk to some adults or ask them to help you look up hang gliding on the internet. Here's a video that's pretty interesting:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qOhdl9c7rs
	HG_make a drawing: Design & Draw
	HG_instructions: Make a drawing to plan your hoop glider design
	HG_Name: Name(s):
	HG_project2: Hoop Glider Competition
	oo_materials list: Oobleck: Materials List
	oo_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 1 cup of cornstarch• 1/2 cup of water• metal spoon (plastic will work, but metal is much better)• paper bowl or plastic bowl (heavier duty is best)• plastic ziploc type bag• random materials (ex: paper clips, pennies, confetti, marbles, toothpicks, string)• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL (but encouraged):• food coloring
	oo_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Oobleck: Teacher Instructions
	oo_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials per group (3-4 students)• 1 cup of cornstarch• 1/2 cup of water• metal spoon (plastic will work, but metal is much better)• paper bowl or plastic bowl (heavier duty is best)• plastic ziploc type bag• random materials (ex: paper clips, pennies, confetti, marbles, toothpicks, string)• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL (but encouraged):• food coloringIntroduction:You can begin discussion by asking students how many of them have read Bartholomew and theOobleck. You could also start off by asking students what they know about quicksand. Allowstudents to share a few answers.Tell the students that this challenge will test your group's ability to work together in making andexperimenting with oobleck. Tell them they will be observing some interesting properties and tryingto determine what causes an object to float or sink in the oobleck.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer :)Science:Oobleck is a non-newtonian fluid., meaning it doesn't exhibit the characteristics we are used toseeing in the fluids (newtonian) we interact with every day. The goal is this activity is for thestudents to identify how oobleck is different!Research Question:On the student instruction sheet, there is a research question at the end. This deals withresearching quicksand and identifying the similarities and differences to oobleck. Another option,would be for you (the teacher) to play the following oobleck video ... the kids will really likewatching it, and it may solicit additional discussion and learning in your class :)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zoTKXXNQIU
	oo_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Oobleck
	oo_Challenge Text: Create your very own Oobleck and observe it's properties. Is it a liquid or a solid?
	oo_Plan: 1. make:
	oo_Plan Text: Combine 1 cup of cornstarch and 1/2 cup of water and mix it in a bowl. You may need to add a little extra water.
	oo_observe: 2. Observe:
	oo_observe Text: List some words that describe your oobleck:
	oo_Experiment: 3. Experiment:
	oo_Improve: 4. Improve
	oo_Experiment Text: Take the objects your teacher has providedand set them on your oobleck. Which float, and which sink?Float: Sink:
	oo_Improve Text: Add a little more water, or a little more cornstarch and make the coolest (yuckiest) oobleck possible!
	oo_Beyond the Challenge: Beyond the Challenge:
	oo_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: How is oobleck similar to quick sand? Ask an adult to help you do an internet search!
	oo_project2: Oobleck
	JB_materials list: Jumping Bugs: Materials List
	JB_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 2-3 film canisters with lids (either 1 per student or 1 per group). I buythese on ebay• Tape (scotch or masking)• 2-3 scissors• Beaker or cup with water in it• 2-4 “Alka-seltzer” tablets (meaning 1-2 packets)…. (I don't buy the namebrand tablets)• markers or crayons• 1 Meterstick (for you the teacher to use)• "Bugs sheet" pdf (pre-cut)• Student instructions Sheet* A few towels to help clean up the area when finished*
	JB_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Jumping Bugs: Teacher Instructions
	JB_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials per group (3-4 students)• 2-3 film canisters with lids (either 1 per student or 1 per group). I buythese on ebay• Tape (scotch or masking)• 2-3 scissors• Beaker or cup with water in it• 2-4 “Alka-seltzer” tablets (meaning 1-2 packets)…. (I don't buy the namebrand tablets)• markers or crayons• 1 Meterstick (for you the teacher to use)• "Bugs sheet" pdf (pre-cut)• Student instructions Sheet* A few towels to help clean up the area when finished*You will need to split your students into groups.Introduction:You can begin discussion by taking one Alka-seltzer tablet and dropping it into a beaker or cup ofwater and asking your students to observe what's happening. Then pose the question “I wonderwhat would happen if I trapped the gas bubbles coming from that tablet.” Optional: Read Newton's 1st Law.Newton's First Law: “An object at rest will remain at rest unless acted upon by an outsideforce.” Today's activity is possible because of this law!!!Tell the students that this challenge will test their groups ability to work together to make a bug,sitting on a film canister, jump off the ground. Tell the students that this challenge will be based onthe height of the best bug jump. (You the teacher are the judge on the official height:)Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer.Warning!!! Don't allow students to stand above the "jumping bug", and make sure you arelaunching from a place that can get wet and messy …. because it WILL get wet and messy! Ilike to pick a corner of the room that has tile floors.Research Activity:The student instructions sheet asks students to research how high bugs can jump. It also asks what bug jumps the highest.
	JB_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Jumping Bugs
	JB_Challenge Text: Color a bug and attach it to a film canister and get it to jump!!
	JB_Plan: 1. build:
	JB_Plan Text: After choosing your bug, color it and tape it to the bottom of the film canister.
	JB_observe: 2. Think:
	JB_observe Text: Which do you think would work better, alittle piece of a tablet or a bigger piece? 
	JB_Experiment: 3. Experiment:
	JB_Improve: 4. Improve
	JB_Experiment Text: Using different amounts of tablet and water. See what combination gives your bug the best jump!How high did your bug jump??
	JB_Improve Text: Can you think of a way to make your bug jump even higher?
	JB_Beyond the Challenge Text: With the help of an adult, go online and find out how high bugs can jump! What bug jumps the highest?
	JB_project2: Jumping Bugs
	pc_materials list: Popcorn Huff & Puff: Materials List
	pc_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• (1) 2 Liter bottle of pop ("empty")• 5-10 pieces of popcorn (not for eating)• Stopwatches• Student instructions sheet • Little pieces of paper crumpled up (optional)• Mini marshmallows (optional)(1) 2 Liter with a hole cut in the bottom for you the teacher (see video)
	pc_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Popcorn Huff & Puff: Teacher Instructions
	pc_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials per group (3-4 students)• (1) 2 Liter bottle of pop ("empty")• 5-10 pieces of popcorn (not for eating)• Stopwatches• Student instructions sheet • Little pieces of paper crumpled up (optional)• Mini marshmallows (optional)(1) 2 Liter with a hole cut in the bottom for you the teacher (see video)You will need to split your students into groups.IntroductionYou can begin discussion by asking students how many of them have read the story of the 3 little pigs.  Tell the students that today you will be huffing and puffing like the big bad wolf:)  You can tell the students that today you will be blowing a piece of popcorn into a pop bottle as quickly as possible! The Science behind this activity: When people see an empty pop bottle, they think there's nothing in it, but it's full.  It's full of air!  This is a great activity to start with before talking about atoms and how everything is made of atoms, even the air we breath.  This lab also involves Bernoulli's Principle.  Please see the video for discussion about that.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet.  As students are working, wander the classroom and ask questions about why the students are doing what they are doing.  If students ask questions, encourage them or their group to answer. Discussion question:On the student instruction sheet, it has a discussion question at the end about how to get the popcorn to go in their more easily.  Each group should come up with 3 ideas to share with the class.  Hopefully one group will say to have a hole in the bottle.  This is where you can now pull out your 2 Liter with a hole in it and ask someone to come and try it.  They will find that it works great!  If no one suggests this, tell them you thought of it, and ask them if they think it would work and why!  Copyright © Science Demo Guy 2014
	pc_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Popcorn Huff & Puff
	pc_Challenge Text: Your challenge today is to blow a piece of popcorninto a 2-liter bottle. You will be timing this to see who in your group can do it the fastest!
	pc_Plan: 1. Observe:
	pc_Plan Text: Your bottle should be drained of pop. Listout some observations about it (ex: clean, dirty, empty,colored, etc.).
	pc_observe: 2. Think:
	pc_observe Text: How difficult do you think it will be to blow a pieceof popcorn into the bottle? (circle one)              Easy              Medium           Difficult
	pc_Experiment: 3. Experiment:
	pc_Improve: 4. Analyze:
	pc_Experiment Text: Put the piece of popcorn on the lip of the bottle. Count how many tries it takes for each person in your group to blow the popcorn into the bottle.Write your numbers below:
	pc_Improve Text: Why was it a challenge to blow the popcorn into the bottle?
	pc_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: Even though we can't see air, it's still there and it takes up space. Can you figure out what gases make up the air around us?
	pc_project2: Jumping Bugs
	pr_materials list: Pop Can Races: Materials List
	pr_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 5-10 balloons (assorted sizes and shapes)• 1 empty pop can• Student instructions SheetOptional:• 1 full pop can1 empty pringles canHole punches (little round pieces of paper)1 sheet of random paperStop-watches
	pr_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Pop Can Races: Teacher Instructions
	pr_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials per group (3-4 students)• 5-10 balloons (assorted sizes and shapes)• 1 empty pop can• Student instructions SheetOptional:• 1 full pop can• 1 empty pringles can• Hole punches (little round pieces of paper)• 1 sheet of random paper• Stop-watchesYou will need to split your students into groups.IntroductionYou can begin discussion by blowing up a balloon and asking your students if there is any way to getthe balloon to stick to the wall without tape or glue. Once someone mentions rubbing the balloon onyour hair, you can introduce the concept of static electricity."Static electricity is an imbalance of electric charges within or on the surface of a material."-WikipediaTell the students that this challenge will test their groups ability to work together in using staticelectricity to get their can to the finish line as quickly as possible. Go over the rules (see video)with the students before having them practice.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer.Extension Activity:Optional … if time permits, have some of the optional materials listed above available for thestudents work with to see if they can get them to move.Math Extension Activity: Have your students mark off a 10 meter race and allow them touse a stop watch to see how fast they can cover that one meter. Then they (or you) can calculate theircan's speed by dividing their 10 meter distance by their fastest time!
	pr_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Pop Can Races
	pr_Challenge Text: Can you get your pop can to complete a 10 meterrace without even touching it? Your challenge is to use static electricity to pull your pop can from start to finish. See how fast you can do it!!
	pr_Plan: 1. Observe:
	pr_Plan Text: When you rub a balloon on your hair, what do you notice happening?
	pr_observe: 2. Think:
	pr_observe Text: Why do you think this happens?
	pr_Experiment: 3. Experiment:
	pr_Improve: 4. Improve:
	pr_Experiment Text: Find a smooth surface and practice getting your pop can to move without touching it. With your group, come up with a plan for winning the race! LET THE RACE BEGIN!
	pr_Improve Text: Are there any areas that your group could have done better?
	pr_Beyond the Challenge Text: What other objects can you get to move with a charged balloon? 
	pr_project2: Pop Can Races
	mt_materials list: Musical Straws: Materials List
	mt_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per student:• 3 plastic straws• 1 pair of scissors (students may share these)• Student instructions sheet
	mt_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Musical Straws: Teacher Instructions
	mt_Teacher Instructions: Two Notes:1. Be sure to stress that students should NOT blow on other students' straws!!!2. You, the teacher, should take 3-5 minutes and perfect the musical straw before having studentsdo this.Set out the materials per student:• 3 plastic straws• 1 pair of scissors (students may share these)• Student instructions sheetMake sure you have a trash can centrally located and a reminder to students to keep their area clean!You will need to split your students into groups.Introduction:You can begin discussion by asking students how many can play a musical instrument. You can alsoask them to share what they play. Tell the students that today we are going to make a musicalinstrument from a plastic straw. Depending on the level of your students, you can introduce theconcept of pitch.Pitch is described as: “an auditory sensation in which a listener assigns musical tones torelative positions on a musical scale based primarily on the frequency of vibration.” - WikipediaDirect students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why the students are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions, encourage them or their group to answer.If any groups have trouble getting their straw to make noise, encourage the students that “got it”to try to explain / teach it.If a few students are struggling, you may want the students to work together to pick their “best”musician for a class display. All students in the group can share which straw their best musicianshould play!Research Question:On the student instruction sheet, it has a research question at the end. This might be a greatresearch question to assign for homework. It asks students to research musical instruments thatincorporate reeds and have a tube or column length that changes.
	mt_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Musical Straws
	mt_Challenge: Challenge:
	mt_Challenge Text: Can you get an ordinary straw to make music? Can you change the length of your straw to make it sound different?NOTE: ONLY LET YOUR LIPS TOUCH YOUR STRAWS!
	mt_Plan: 1. Observe:
	mt_Plan Text: What instrument does a straw look `like? List ideas here:
	mt_Experiment: 3. BUIld & Experiment:
	mt_Improve: 4. Improve:
	mt_Experiment Text: To make your instrument, cut your straw 2times as seen here: Then flatten the straw near the tips!Try to make music! Squeeze the top and the bottom of the straw with your lips and blow air through the tube. Help others around you to figure out how to make their's work!
	mt_Improve Text: Improve: Cut your instrument shorter. How did this change the sound?
	mt_Beyond the Challenge: Beyond the Challenge:
	mt_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: Similar to the instrument you just made, many instruments have reeds. Please make a list of these instruments and share them in class!
	mt_project2: Musical Straws
	sib_materials list: Self-Inflating Balloons: Materials List
	sib_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 3 balloons (12 inch balloons work great)• 3 bottles (size doesn't matter, I prefer water bottles)• 1 cup vinegar• Baking soda (approx. 1/4 cup)• 1 teaspoon• 1 funnel (or a folded sheet of paper ... see the video)• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL:If you would like to allow your students some extra time at the end to run this experiment again, many groups will want to add more vinegar and baking soda. If you allow them to do this, you will need more supplies and paper towel :) I might also suggest this experiment outside.
	sib_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Self-Inflating Balloons: Teacher Instructions
	sib_Teacher Instructions: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 3 balloons (12 inch balloons work great)• 3 bottles (size doesn't matter, I prefer water bottles)• 1 cup vinegar• Baking soda (approx. 1/4 cup)• 1 teaspoon• 1 funnel (or a folded sheet of paper ... see the video)• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL:If you would like to allow your students some extra time at the end to run this experiment again, many groups will want to add more vinegar and baking soda. If you allow them to do this, you will need more supplies and paper towel :) I might also suggest this experiment outside.Introduction:I like to start this activity by challenging a student to race in blowing up a balloon. Right before westart, I tell the student and the class the only rule is that we can't use our breath!!! Then I sayjust kidding and ready set go! After losing this race, I tell students that we are actually going toblow up balloons today without our breath!Tell the students that this challenge will test your groups ability to work together in getting somebaking soda into a balloon, getting the experiment set-up, and recording all of your observations!Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer :)The Science Behind this Activity:Please refer to the video for the science in this activity. Research activity:This asks students to research different "self inflating" devices. There are numerous objects suchas: air mattress, balloon, raft, tire, pillow, tent, etc. I've included a link to a short video on self-inflatinglife jackets if you would like to show that to your students.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_ZQXuFljbE
	sib_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Self-Inflating Balloons
	sib_Challenge Text: Can your group get 3 balloons to blow up withoutusing any breath? Your challenge will be to blow up 3 different balloons with different amounts of baking soda and describe the differences you see!
	sib_Plan: 1. Construction:
	sib_Plan Text: Step 1: Measure out 1 teaspoon of baking soda and pour it into a balloonStep 2: Measure out 2 teaspoons of baking soda and pour it into a balloonStep 3: Measure out 3 teaspoons of baking soda and pour it into a balloonStep 4: Take 1 cup of vinegar and split it upbetween 3 different bottles (about 75 mL each)Step 5: CAREFULLY stretch the opening of theballoons over the mouths of the bottles and let them hang to the side
	sib_Experiment: 2. Predict & Oberve:
	sib_Improve: 4. Conclusion:
	sib_Experiment Text: Which balloon do you think will be the biggest?Lift up the balloons and watch what happens.Write what you hear and see below:
	sib_Improve Text: Was your prediction correct? Explain.
	sib_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: There are numerous devices in the world around us that are self-inflating. Either by asking people you know, or using the internet (with the help of a grown-up), make a list of as many self inflating devices as you can find.
	sib_project2: Self-Inflating Balloons
	DOP_materials list: Drops on a penny: Materials List
	DOP_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students) ... This activitymay also be run individually! If you run this individually, you will needmore materials.• 1 penny (you can have a few if they want to examine several and choosetheir favorite for this experiment)• One eyedropper (make sure all groups have the same type ... so that thedroplets are all the same size)• Paper towel to wipe up the little bit of water each trial• Small cup or beaker to hold the water• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL:You can have other liquids present and examine how many drops of thesestudents can fit on a penny. You could then discuss the surface tensiondifferences of the substances. Examples of other liquids might include:milk soapy water juice oil pop (soda)
	DOP_Teacher Instructions: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students) ... This activitymay also be run individually! If you run this individually, you will needmore materials.• 1 penny (you can have a few if they want to examine several and choosetheir favorite for this experiment)• One eyedropper (make sure all groups have the same type ... so that thedroplets are all the same size)• Paper towel to wipe up the little bit of water each trial• Small cup or beaker to hold the water• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL:Please see materials sheet for an optional extension to this activityIntroduction:I like to begin this activity by telling students that today we will be having a competition! Itinvolves this ... (I hold up a penny) and this (I hold up a little beaker of water).If running this as a group activity (instead of individually), tell the students that this challenge willtest your groups ability to work together getting a penny to hold as many drops of water aspossible.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer :)Question number 5 on the student instructions sheet is a math question from you the teacher.Based on the level of your students, you might want to have question number 5 be one (or several)of the following:• What was the average number of drops of your 5 trials?• What was the median number of drops of your 5 trials?• Was there a mode for your 5 trials?• What was the range of drops for your 5 trials?• Can you create a box and whiskers plot for your classes data?(Teacher Instructions Continued on next page)
	DOP_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Drops on a penny: Teacher Instructions
	DOP_Teacher Instructions2: (Teacher Instructions continued from previous page)The Science Behind this Activity:There are a number of things happening during this activity. Based on the level of your students,you can choose how much to discuss with them. There is cohesion happening (this is the water beingattracted to itself (water-water)). There is adhesion occuring (this is the water being attracted toa solid (water-penny)). There is surface tension which occurs at the surface of a liquid and tends tominimize surface area (this is why the water on the penny started to form a sphere!).Research activity:This asks students to research water striders and watch a video of them running on water. I'veincluded a link to a short video about water striders in case you would like to play it for your students.Water Striders Link:https://vimeo.com/57163295
	DOP_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Drops on a penny
	DOP_Challenge Text: Get as many water drops to stay on the top of a penny as you can! Can you put more water drops on your penny than anyone else in your whole class?? You have 5 chances!
	DOP_Plan: 1. Predict:
	DOP_Plan Text: How many drops of water do you think you will be able to fit on the top of a penny? Write the number here:
	DOP_Rules: 2. Rules:
	DOP_Rules Text: 1. Your penny must be "heads up".2. Your drops must be full ... meaning you can't start a drop then touch it to the water already on the penny(this would be a half drop).3. You must have an official "counter" counting out-loud. (but not TOO loud.)
	DOP_Experiment: 3. Data:
	DOP_Improve: 4. Draw:
	DOP_Experiment Text: You have 5 tries to get the most dropspossible on a penny. Write the number of drops you get below.Trial 1:Trial 2:Trial 3:Trial 4:
	DOP_Improve Text: What did your penny and water look like right before the water fell?
	DOP_Beyond the Challenge Text: This activity works because of surface tension. Water striders also run on water because of this concept. Using the internet, find a video of a water strider running on water!
	DOP_project2: Drops on a penny
	SPT_materials list: Spaghetti Tower: Materials List
	SPT_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• Approximately 30 spaghetti noodles (I allow the students to come up for more if they need more)• Approximately 20 mini-marshmallows (same as above)• 1 meterstick or ruler (I prefer metersticks)• 1 stopwatch for the teacher• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL: • Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)• You may run this activity with an egg needing to be supported(this is tough!)
	SPT_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Spaghetti Tower: Teacher Instructions
	SPT_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials (per station):• Approximately 30 spaghetti noodles (I allow the students to come up for more if they need more)• Approximately 20 mini-marshmallows (same as above)• 1 meterstick or ruler (I prefer metersticks)• 1 stopwatch for the teacher• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL: • Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)• You may run this activity with an egg needing to be supported(this is tough!)Introduction:I like to start this activity by asking students what some of the tallest buildings or towers they'veseen or visited. After a few responses, I transition into saying that today we will be building atower!Tell the students that this challenge will test your groups ability to work together in usingspaghetti noodles and mini-marshmallows to build the tallest tower possible.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer :)The Science Behind this Activity:Students will find that their tower will want to fall and twist. To offset this effect of gravity ontheir tower, they will need to incorporate some triangles. These shapes do the best job of creatinga rigid structure.Research activity:This asks students to think about the world around them and structures that have incorporatedtriangles into their design. I've also provided a youtube link that discusses the use of triangles inthe construction of bridges. I would only watch the first 2 minutes of this video.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlJHJEE-QVQ
	SPT_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Spaghetti Tower
	SPT_Challenge Text: Build a tower out of spaghetti noodles and mini-marshmallows. How high can you make your tower?!
	SPT_Plan: 1. Plan:
	SPT_Plan Text: Make a drawing to plan your tower design.
	SPT_Experiment: 2. Construct:
	SPT_Improve: 4. Results: 
	SPT_Experiment Text: Using approximately 30 spaghetti noodles and 20 mini-marshmallows, work together as a team to build thetallest tower possible. Remember, you must let go of your tower, and it must remain standing for 10 seconds beforethe height can be measured.
	SPT_Improve Text: How tall was your tower?What could you do to improve your tower?
	SPT_Beyond the Challenge: Beyond the Challenge:
	SPT_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: Here is a video discussing bridges and the importance of the triangle.Watch the first 2 minutes of the following video:
	SPT_make a drawing: Design & Draw
	SPT_instructions: Make a drawing to plan your Tower design.
	SPT_Name: Name(s):
	SPT_project2: Spaghetti Tower
	ALB_materials list: Aluminum Foil Boats: Materials List
	ALB_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 2 aluminum foil squares that are 15cm by 15cm (1 square will be in case they make a mistake or want to redesign their boat)• 1 beaker or clear cup (to show the aluminum foil and penny sinking at the beginning of this activity)• Approx. 50 pennies (I put these in a small cup)• A fish tank for setting these in when filling with pennies (1 tank per class)• Student instructions sheetOptional:• Student "Plan Drawing" print out (use this if you would like to give your students more space to draw out their design)
	ALB_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Aluminum Foil Boats: Teacher Instructions
	ALB_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials (per station):• 2 aluminum foil squares that are 15cm by 15cm (1 square will be in case they make a mistake or want to redesign their boat)• 1 beaker or clear cup (to show the aluminum foil and penny sinking at the beginning of this activity)• Approx. 50 pennies (I put these in a small cup)• A fish tank for setting these in when filling with pennies (1 tank per class)• Student instructions sheetIntroduction:You can begin discussion by asking students if the metal aluminum floats or sinks. Then place somefolded aluminum in a beaker or glass for the students to see it sink. Then ask students if penniesfloat or sink. Then place a penny in the water and watch it sink.Tell the students that this challenge will test their groups ability to work together in completing thetask of building an aluminum boat that not only floats, but carries as many pennies as possible! Atthe end of this project we will look at each groups boat and discuss how they built it and how theyloaded it with pennies during the competition.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer.***During the competition portion where students start loading their pennies into their boat,remind them that they are not allowed to "interfere" with any other groups. Note: Not all groupsneed to be testing their boats at the same time. I usually give them 3 attempts to hold as manypennies as possible and I keep track on a marker board in the classroom.On the student instruction sheet, there is a research question that asks questions about how bigaircraft carriers are. Students may be amazed at how large and heavy they are. The big point wewant kids to understand, is that the overall density of the boat must be less than the water for itto float! This means there must be a lot of lighter things (like air) in the boat that helps give theboat an overall lower density than the surrounding water!
	ALB_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Aluminum Foil Boats
	ALB_Challenge Text: Using aluminum foil (which sinks), can you make a boat that floats? How many pennies can your aluminum boat hold before it sinks?!
	ALB_Plan: 1. Plan:
	ALB_Plan Text: Make a drawing to plan your boat:
	ALB_Plan Text2: How will your group load your pennies into your boat? (circle ideas you'll try) • Place them in the middle • Place them around the outer edge • Place them evenly everywhere • Depends on how it leans
	ALB_Experiment: 3. Data:
	ALB_Improve: 4. Results:
	ALB_Experiment Text: You have 3 tries to get as many pennies as you can on your boat without it sinking. Make improvements as needed. Write the number of pennies your boat held below:Try #1:Try #2:Try #3:
	ALB_Improve Text: What was your best try?What was the winningnumber of pennies for yourclass?
	ALB_Beyond the Challenge Text: Research Questions: With permission, research aircraft carriers. These are huge ships made of very heavy steel. How in the world can these things float?How long are they? How heavy are they?
	ALB_make a drawing: Design & Draw
	ALB_instructions: Make a drawing to plan your boat design!
	ALB_Name: Name(s):
	ALB_project2: Aluminum Foil Boats
	LPB_materials list: Levitating Ping Pong Ball: Materials List
	LPB_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 6-8 Straws• 9-12 Paper clips• Tape• 3-4 Ping pong balls• Student instructions (need to be spread out on different tables)You will need to split your students into groups.
	LPB_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Levitating Ping Pong Ball: Teacher Instructions
	LPB_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials (per station):• 6-8 Straws• 9-12 Paper clips• Tape• 3-4 Ping pong balls• Student instructions (need to be spread out on different tables)You will need to split your students into groups (3-4 students)Ask them if it’s possible to levitate (float in the air). Ask if any of them can levitate (or float).Have any volunteers try :) Then tell them that today we are going to try to get your ping pong ballsto levitate.Give them between 3 and 10 minutes (depending on the age of your students) to construct theapparatus. (For younger students you may want to show them a picture of what the apparatus couldlook like).Sharing time:Ask for any volunteers to show what they’ve learned. Then encourage other students / groups tomake modifications to their projects based on what they’ve seenAfter students have had time to get their project working, ask them to brainstorm additional waysto get the ping-pong ball to levitate. Based on their responses, you could ask them how we mightget the ball to levitate for a longer time.If a students suggests a hair dryer or a shop vac, pull it out, and allow students to practice withtheir ball. You might have to throw the idea out there yourself :-)Ask students to think about why this happens. Tell them that it doesn’t seem to make sense …. whydid the ball stay in the air? After listening to some responses and answers, you can talk about“Bernoulli’s Principle”.After teaching about Bernoulli’s Principle, ask students to think about and share ideas whereBernoulli’s Principle is seen in the real world. Their research question asks them to research how anairplane wing gets “lift”.NOTE: Remind students that they can only put their lips on their own straw!!!!.
	LPB_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Levitating Ping Pong Ball
	LPB_Challenge Text: Can you get a ping-pong ball to levitate in the air? If so, how long can you keep it in the air without touching it?
	LPB_Plan: 1. Plan:
	LPB_Plan Text: Make a drawing to plan what your ping pong ball blower will look like:
	LPB_Experiment: 2. Predict & Practice:
	LPB_Improve: 3. Competition:
	LPB_Experiment Text: How many seconds do you think you cankeep the ball in the air??Practice:Blow through your straw and get your ball to hover. Try blowing hard. Try blowing soft. Try getting the ball to go from your straw to a group member's straw! Now remove your paper clips and see how long you can get it to hover.
	LPB_Improve Text: How manyseconds was your longestattempt?What was the longest time in your class?
	LPB_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: This activity works because of something called Bernoulli’s principle.With permission, look up “airplane lift” and how Bernoulli’s principle affects it.
	LPB_project2: Levitating Ping Pong Ball
	DRA_materials list: Dancing Raisins: Materials List
	DRA_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Dancing Raisins: Teacher Instructions
	DRA_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials (per station):• 1 small box of raisins• 2-3 cups or around 500ml of 7-up or Sprite• 1 glass or beaker or clear container to put the pop and raisins in• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL: • Observation Sheet (included)Introduction:I like to start this activity by asking which students like to dance. If any want to show off theirdance moves right quick, I let them do it:) Then I transition into saying that today, we are going tomake some raisins dance.Tell the students that this challenge will test your groups ability to work together to get the bestdancing raisins AND to figure out why it's happening. I tell students they will need to do a greatjob observing and communicating what they see.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer :)The Science Behind this Activity:Raisins are more dense that water and more dense than the pop. However, the pop has dissolvedcarbon dioxide in it. This carbon dioxide leaves solution and forms on the surface of the raisins.All of these little bubbles lift the raisin to the top where t bubbles pop and the carbon dioxideescapes into the air ... now the raisin is more dense and sinks. Our goal is to see how much of thisthe students can figure out on their own!Research activity:This asks students to research carbon dioxide and how it's put into pop (soda), making it a carbonated beverage. It also asks them to look up how this makes pop taste so good. Ask your students what flat pop tastes like. The goal is to get them to make the connection that the CO2 makes the pop "fizzy" and  makes the pop taste better!.
	DRA_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Dancing Raisins
	DRA_Challenge Text: Get your raisins to dance!! Can you figure out what is causing them to dance?!
	DRA_Plan: 1. Set-up & Predict:
	DRA_Plan Text: Pour the pop (soda) into a glass and set aside 7-10 raisins.What do you think will happen when you drop the raisins in the pop? (circle one)                 Float                Sink             Disappear
	DRA_Experiment: 2. Experiment & Observe:
	DRA_Improve: 3. Explain:
	DRA_Experiment Text: Put the raisins in the pop (soda) and record what happens in the space below.
	DRA_Improve Text: Why do you think the raisins did this?
	DRA_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: Carbonated beverages like pop have carbon dioxide in them. Do some research to learn how carbon dioxide is put into pop (soda) and how it makes the pop fizzy & taste so good!
	DRA_observation sheet: Dancing Raisins: Observations
	DRA_Materials List text: Set out the materials (per station):• 1 small box of raisins• 2-3 cups or around 500ml of 7-up or Sprite• 1 glass or beaker or clear container to put the pop and raisins in• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL: • Observation Sheet (included)Introduction:I like to start this activity by asking which students like to dance. If any want to show off theirdance moves right quick, I let them do it:) Then I transition into saying that today, we are going tomake some raisins dance.
	DRA_project2: Dancing Raisins
	ESB_materials list: Exploding Sandwich Bags: Materials List
	ESB_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 3-4 ziplock sandwich bags (ziplock freezer bags are even better)• Vinegar (1/2 cup or 125mL for each pop ... so 3 or 4 times this amount)• Measuring cup or beaker• Baking soda (1 small box for each group)• 1 tablespoon• 3-4 tissues• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL: You could run this activity with both normal sandwich bags andfreezer bags and have the students determine which is better.
	ESB_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Exploding Sandwich Bags: Teacher Instructions
	ESB_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials (per station):• 3-4 ziplock sandwich bags (ziplock freezer bags are even better)• Vinegar (1/2 cup or 125mL for each pop ... so 3 or 4 times this amount)• Measuring cup or beaker• Baking soda (1 small box for each group)• 1 tablespoon• 3-4 tissues• Student instructions SheetOPTIONAL: You could run this activity with both normal sandwich bags andfreezer bags and have the students determine which is better.Introduction:I like to start this activity by showing the students a demonstration. I put a tablespoon of bakingsoda into a plastic cup and pour some vinegar on it and watch it foam up and over the edge of thecup. Then I ask "what do you think would happen if we sealed that inside a ziplock bag?" After afew responses, I say that today we are going to make some exploding (popping) sandwich bags!Tell the students that this challenge will test your groups ability to work together to get theloudest pop AND to describe what's happening that leads to the pop.Direct students to follow their student instructions sheet. As students are working, wander theclassroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students askquestions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer :)The Science Behind this Activity:The baking soda and vinegar react chemically to produce a gas. This gas is carbon dioxide (CO2).The carbon dioxide that's formed is in the gas form which has a much larger volume. So as moregas is produced the bag starts to expand until it can't expand anymore. This is when pressurestarts to build. When the pressure is too great, the bag pops (usually right at the sealed section).Extension Question:This asks students to brainstorm things that they could do to get an even louder pop. If you havethe time available, it would be great to share ideas the next day and vote on the best 2 or 3 ideasand have the kids try them maybe the next day.
	ESB_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Exploding Sandwich Bags
	ESB_Challenge: Challenge:
	ESB_Challenge Text: Make your sandwich bag pop! Can you get the loudest pop in the class? You'll need to describe all of your observations?
	ESB_Plan: 1. Experiment:
	ESB_Plan Text: Follow your teacher's directions on when and how to set up your exploding bag. Don't allow the chemicals to mix until you're told to do so! When it's your turn, allow the chemicals to mix and give it a little shake then set it down and watch!
	ESB_Experiment: 2. Observations:
	ESB_Improve: 3. Explain:
	ESB_Experiment Text: What did you see and hear? Write all observations in the space below.
	ESB_Improve Text: Why do you think that happened?
	ESB_Beyond the Challenge: Beyond the Challenge:
	ESB_Beyond the Challenge Text: Extension Question: What changes could you make to get an even louder pop?!
	ESB_project2: Exploding Sandwich Bags
	SP_materials list: Swinging Pendulum: Materials List
	SP_Materials List text: Materials listed below are per group (3-4 students)• 1 meter of string (smooth string or dental floss works best)• 5 medium to large washers (I bought mine at a local hardware store)• 1 meterstick or ruler (I prefer metersticks)• 1 stopwatch (strongly recommended but a wall clock will work)• Student instructions Sheet
	SP_Materials / Teacher Instructions: Swinging Pendulum: Teacher Instructions
	SP_Teacher Instructions: Set out the materials (per station):• 1 meter of string (smooth string or dental floss works best)• 5 medium to large washers (I bought mine at a local hardware store)• 1 meterstick or ruler (I prefer metersticks)• 1 stopwatch (strongly recommended but a wall clock will work)• Student worksheet I like to start this activity by swinging a washer on the end of some dental floss and ask studentswhat I have. After a few responses (hopefully someone says "a pendulum") I tell the studentsthat today we will be making pendulums and we will be adjusting things to get a very specific period.Next, I take 3-4 minutes to discuss period before going on. I read the definition below then I drawa picture of Tarzan swinging on a vine.  I say "if it takes 5 seconds to get to the other side, and 5to get back to where he started, what's the period of this pendulum?" After students get it rightby guessing 10 seconds, I throw out a few more examples to ensure that they get it!Period is defined as the time (in seconds) for one cycle to occur. For our purposes, one cyclewill be the time for the pendulum to start on one side, swing to the other, and make it backto the beginning.Only one of the factors (length) will affect the period of the pendulum.  You can tell students to determine which ones affect the period, or you can help them by stating that there is only one of these 3 factors that affect the period.Show your students how to construct the pendulum and then direct them to follow their student worksheet.  As students are working, wander the classroom and ask questions about why they are doing what they are doing. If students ask questions to you the teacher, encourage them or their group to answer :)The Science Behind this Activity:Students will find that length is the only factor that really affects the period! This variable can beseen in the equation (see video)... you may or may not want to share this with your students.Note: A really large angle may give students a false reading on their timing. I encourage them to do small angles and medium angles.Research activity:This question asks students about a grandfather clock. People will adjust the length of thependulum by moving the "bob" up or down to get the right period. The period for a grandfatherclock is 2 seconds. From one side to the other it is 1 second!
	SP2_STEM CHALLENGE: STEM CHALLENGE: Swinging Pendulum
	SP2_Challenge Text: Can you figure out what things affect a pendulum?Your challenge is to change the angle, length, and mass of a pendulum and see which of these change the period!Period is the time it takes for the pendulum bob to swing away and back! 
	Plan: 1. Predict:
	SP2_Plan Text: Which of the following do you think will affect the period of your pendulum?                           Angle      Length       Mass
	SP2_Plan Text2: Take your pendulum (with 1 washer) and move it just a little to the side and let it swing. Next time, move it twice as far to the side and let it swing. Does it have an affect on the period?                                   Yes      No
	SP2_Experiment: 3. Length:
	SP2_SP2_Improve: 4. Mass:
	SP2_Experiment Text: Take your pendulum (with 1 washer) and observe it's period when the string is short and then make the string length twice as long. Does it have any affect onthe period?YesNo
	SP2_Improve Text: Take your pendulum (with 1 washer) and let it swing back and forth. Next time, addsome additional washers. Does it have any affect on the period?YesNo
	SP2_Plan2: 2. Angle:
	SP2_Beyond the Challenge: Beyond the Challenge:
	SP2_Beyond the Challenge Text: Additional Research: Grandfather clocks work by adjusting something so that it can keep time. What do they adjust? Also, what is the period for one of these clocks?
	SP2_project2: Swinging Pendulum
	Bonus Activity: 


